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The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents 2016 Edition 2017-01-03 a comprehensive biographical history of each u s president with updated
information for president trump the new big book of u s presidents is the perfect introduction for young readers to learn the lives and times of
america s 45 most influential leaders readers can learn about our new president and relive the course of american history through digestible
information about each president s term in office and the major political issues of each era as well as through detailed timelines and
historical photographs and illustrations throughout quick reference sidebars provide brief summaries of the major events and important
people who emerged during each presidential term this engaging and enlightening book will be a favorite among children studying u s history and
who crave fun facts that cannot be found in textbooks
The Complete Book of US Presidents 2020-05-12 inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 us presidents in this
beautifully illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the most recent president donald trump the united states has
seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian
bill yenne this book features short biographical essays about the lives of 45 presidents jam packed with unusual details and expounding on
the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its relations with the world lavishly illustrated
including each president s official white house portrait sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and interesting anecdotes
this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover during election season the complete book of us presidents is
an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of
its greatest political leaders
U.S. Presidents For Dummies with Online Practice 2020-06-30 discover how the oval office s occupants have made and make history which
one was the tallest which one fought a duel which had liquor smuggled into the white house during prohibition and why is the president even
called the president in the first place from periwigs and knee breeches to the 24 hour news cycle and presidential tweets the fascinating and
colorful stories of the 45 incumbents are a powerful lens through which to view u s history and get insight into the present taking readers
on a fact filled journey through two centuries this book examines how each individual obtained their dream or nightmare position what they
stood for or against achieved or didn t and how their actions affected the country for better or worse and remembering that presidents are
people too it shows how the personal really can be political exploring how each president s vision strengths and foibles helped or hindered
them in building the country and their own legacy accessible biographies of all presidents sidebars timelines and photos lists of best and
worst administrations bonus online content including quizzes galore to help build retention whether you re a student a history buff or are
even interested in becoming president yourself one day u s presidents for dummies is the perfect guide to what it takes to be leader of the free
world who has stepped up to that challenge and how those personal histories can help us understand yesterday s today s and even
tomorrow s union
Donald Trump: 45th US President 2020-12-15 this title examines the life and career of the businessman and political outsider who became
president of the united states elected in 2016 trump inspired both passionate support and heated opposition during his time in office features
include a glossary references websites source notes and an index aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards
essential library is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
The Complete Book of US Presidents, Fourth Edition 2021-03-02 discover the history and personal stories of 46 us presidents in this
beautifully illustrated volume from the first president george washington to the forty sixth joe biden the united states has seen a host of
extraordinary men take office their stories are all included in this fourth edition of the complete book of us presidents by journalist and
historian bill yenne this book features short biographical essays about the lives of 46 presidents jam packed with unusual details and
commentary on the significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the united states and its relations with the world
lavishly illustrated including the presidents official white house portraits sidebars about each and every vice president and first lady and
intriguing anecdotes this book is accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover the complete book of us presidents is
an expansive collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history telling the story of a nation through the biographies of some of
its greatest political leaders
School Desegregation and U.S. Presidents 2023-06-05 the supreme court s brown v board of education of topeka kansas decision of 1954
yielded unwavering and contentious mass resistance to dismantling the legally sanctioned dual system of public schooling in the united
states extensive literature exists that focuses on the action of the courts legislative actions of the federal government and actions of
local politicians and school districts addressing the challenges posed in transitioning from a legalized racially segregated system to a
nationally integrated school system school desegregation and us presidents chronicle a different look at the nation s attempt to address
the landmark decision the power of the presidency receiving short shrift in the literature has been the use and effect of the bully pulpit of
seven presidents providing leadership to resolve those issues related to the implementation of the mandates of brown it examines how the
various symbolic and political powers of each president were exercised to advance or stall progress in desegregating the country s schools
words matter in accessing the bully pulpits of each of the presidents significant examples of their voices are provided through excerpts of
their speeches press coverage and excerpts with cabinet members or other administration officials and civil rights leaders
������ 2008-02 ���� ����� 1980��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��������������� ��������� �������� �����������������
�� ����������� �������������� ���������� ����������������������� �����������������
44th & 45th The Tenures of US-Presidents Barack H. Obama and Donald J. Trump 2024-05-03 the united states the powerful leading
nation of the western world is in trouble her society is deeply divided and moral and intellectual confusion sweeps the country and
permeates politics media science and the arts the author confirms this premise in his persuasive analysis of the terms of the 44th and 45th us
presidents two political leaders opposed in character ideology and statesmanship as well as the transition to the 46th and his first year in
office he directs his critique equally at social and cultural issues as well as at foreign policy and national security challenges that have
emerged in contemporary american history during this decade and a half living in the united states during this period and having previously
worked as a guest lecturer in the united states the author was able to directly observe analyze and compare political social and cultural
processes and decisions with media coverage and public discourse on both sides of the atlantic this made it possible in addition to the
steadily increasing ideological division of politics and society and the anarchic agitation of radical forces to point out and correct the
propaganda performance of the media and their construction of illusory realities on both sides of the atlantic ocean particular attention
and deep emphasis are placed on developments in national security and international relations thus the reader is familiarized with the genesis
of the ukraine russia conflict and the events in libya and syria their geostrategic backgrounds and security policy contexts the entire
analysis embedded in the author s socio philosophical hermeneutic on questions of truth justice and morality leads to the inescapable
conclusion that the fundamental challenge to western civilization and its societies is primarily spiritual and not material accordingly the
author argues for a reconfiguration of reason in the sense of critical political thought and the need to revive philosophical and
metaphysical traditions of thought to ensure or restore all encompassing literacy in all segments of society and the state from the
fundamental level of political and moral philosophy he challenges the dictates of scientific rationality as the exclusive model of dealing
with social and political challenges he calls for the revival of a comprehensive framework of meaning that reinforces the metaphysical and
spiritual dimensions of human consciousness in analyzing the impact of the decisions and policies of political administration on the nation and
global affairs he explains why human coexistence at all levels requires the recognition of a minimal moral disposition a nominal common
ethical denominator and human recognition this thought provoking memorandum reveals the tragic consequences of the lack of philosophical
wisdom in the community his critical review offers solutions and ideas for an overdue course correction and explains why the rebirth of
proper conservatism is essential to the survival of this nation and western civilization for an objective assessment and informed criticism of
the upcoming presidential election in the usa in november 2024 this book provides important insights into the united states political system
and the current dispositions of the political parties and the major media conglomerates
Retirement Tumultuous Events & Why US Presidents Are Impeached 2020-12-16 retirement tumultuous events why us presidents are
impeached by cyrus tahernia md faap facc retirement tumultuous events why us presidents are impeached details adventures and exotic places
that author cyrus tahernia md faap facc has been throughout his retirement while also providing commentary on global events that have
occurred through detailed reports tahernia provides an in depth look into domestic and foreign politics and expands our world view through
his travels abroad
U.S. Presidents Workbook, Grades 5 - 12 2020-01-02 grades 5 12 this 128 page social studies workbook allows students to better
understand the role of the u s president features this history resource book features creative lessons and activities that give young
learners an in depth look into the nation s past presidents includes biographical sketches on each individual who has been president of the
united states as well as presidential biographies and lessons and activities that are focused on using the informational text to develop
reading comprehension skills why mark twain media mark twain media publishing company specializes in providing captivating supplemental
books and decorative resources to complement middle and upper grade classrooms designed by leading educators the product line covers a
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range of subjects including mathematics sciences language arts social studies history government fine arts and character
America First: US Asia Policy Under President Trump 2017-03-16 the trump administration looks to be adopting a more muscular and self
interested security policy in the asia pacific confrontational on china trump and his advisers have outlined a hard line towards china on
most bilateral issues and view beijing as an aggressive strategic competitor that needs to be deterred with us strength supportive but
transactional on allies the administration will uphold asian security guarantees at the same time as more strictly scrutinising the us
interests at stake the united states will seek greater burden sharing and wins from allies including initiatives to create new us jobs a
military first rebalance the administration will advance the security elements of president obama s pivot to asia while attaching little
importance to engagement with southeast asia or the rebalance s original liberal internationalist goals changes in us asia policy will likely
produce more volatile relations with competitors and potentially between washington and its allies and partners instability in us china
relations trump s abrasive policies particularly on taiwan are likely to deepen friction with china and increase the risk of mixed signals and
communication breakdowns disunity and fragility in the us alliance network trump s america first approach to asia is at odds with the
policy preferences and public opinions of most regional allies creating potential constraints on coordination between washington and its
asian alliance network divergence between australia and japan japan s anxiety about being abandoned by the united states may see it rush to
embrace trump s asia policy while australia s concern about being entrapped in potential us military endeavours could see it keep some
distance from washington this may produce opposing dynamics that could weaken bilateral ties and trilateral cooperation australia needs
to adopt a more active regional security policy to weather these destabilising shifts it should assist the united states in articulating
policy priorities on china actively work to reduce possible misperceptions between the united states and china work multilaterally with
asian allies and partners to communicate shared interests opportunities and redlines to president trump s cabinet coordinate us alliance
management strategies with japan build greater resilience into the us asian alliance network by establishing new trilateral partnerships with
southeast asia starting with an australia indonesia japan grouping assume a more active leadership role in southeast asia by independently
contributing to a stable and liberal regional order
The Presidents and the Pastime 2018-06-01 an historical yet also anecdotal and episodic examination of the unique relationship between
the u s presidency and america s national pastime
The New Big Book of U.S. Presidents 2017-01-03 the new big book of u s presidents is the perfect introduction for young readers to learn
the lives and times of america s 45 most influential leaders readers can learn about our new president and relive the course of american
history through digestible information about each president s term in office and the major political issues of each era as well as through
detailed timelines and historical photographs and illustrations throughout quick reference sidebars provide brief summaries of the major
events and important people who emerged during each presidential term this engaging and enlightening book will be a favorite among children
studying u s history and who crave fun facts that cannot be found in textbooks
Brexit, President Trump, and the Changing Geopolitics of Eastern Europe 2018-04-05 this book analyzes the combined consequences of brexit
and of the new us foreign policy under president trump on the geopolitical situation of eastern europe it perceives the evolution of the east
european regional security complex as a struggle between the european union s kantian win win geopolitical vision and russia s neoclassical
geopolitics also promoted by president trump in the most probable scenario the latter approach will have the upper hand the eu s post brexit
control by the franco german axis will likely be followed by the geopolitical irrelevance of the eu due to the renationalization of member
states foreign policy with germany becoming the main west european actor consequently eastern europe will be turned into the arena of a
mainly three cornered neoclassical geopolitics rivalry opposing russia the franco german axis and then germany and the us in alliance with
the post brexit uk and certain east european states the book will appeal to scholars across the fields of international relations
geopolitics european studies and area studies
������� 2007-12 ������������� �������� ���������������� ��� ������ �����������������������������
How to Select an American President 2017-01-24 presidential campaigns often seem like popularity contestsand that needs to change while
some savvy american voters are becoming more reflective about the need to carefully pick presidents that hasnt stopped the system from
being eroded by special interests that endanger our liberty and freedom the authors propose a disciplined approach for evaluating a
candidates resume in developing such a process they share the resumes of the former u s presidents as well as a scoring method that can be
used to compare them and prospective candidates by examining the credentials and performance of past presidents and using techniques
employed by fortune 500 companies to create a knowledge skill experience and proficiency profile we can make significant headway in selecting
the best candidates anyone can aspire to become president but that doesnt mean we should elect our neighbor find out how to evaluate who
is most qualified for the job in how to select an american president
The Impeachment of President Trump: Key Events, Legal Cause & All Decisive Documents 2020-01-11 since the beginning of his presidential
term president donald trump is faced with constant criticism for his business projects in russia and his connections with the russian
authorities after the outbreak of the trump ukraine scandal those allegations served as a foundation for initiating the impeachment
procedure against the president this book provides the complete overview of the impeach procedure against the president donald trump
including declassified documents transcripts and reports of various us security agencies and governmental bodies involved in the
investigation impeachment an overview of constitutional provisions procedure and practice efforts to impeach donald trump documents
transcripts related to impeachment attempt dismissal of james comey james comey fbi farewell letter representative al green calls for trump
impeachment jason chaffetz letter to fbi over comey memo legal grounds for appointing a special counsel the jurisdiction and the power of a
special counsel appointment of special counsel to investigate russian interference with the 2016 presidential election and related matters
comey statement for the record senate select committee on intelligence executive order taking additional steps to address the national
emergency with respect to significant malicious cyber enabled activities russian cyber activity the grizzly steppe report assessing russian
activities and intentions in recent us elections joint statement on committee inquiry into russian intelligence activities national security
agency report letter from william barr to leaders of the house and senate judiciary committees notifying them about conclusion of the
investigation the mueller report
Picking Presidents 2022-10-18 celebrated leadership expert and political scientist gautam mukunda provides a comprehensive objective and
non partisan method for answering the most important question in the world is someone up to the job of president of the united states in
picking presidents gautam mukunda sets his sights on presidential candidates proposing an objective and tested method to assess whether they
will succeed or fail if they win the white house combining political science psychology organizational behavior and economics picking
presidents will enable every american to cast an informed vote in his 2012 book indispensable which all but predicted the trump presidency
mukunda explained how both the very best and very worst leaders are unfiltered outsiders who take power without the understanding or
support of traditional elites picking presidents provides deep analysis of filtered and unfiltered presidents alike from failed haberdasher and
skillful president harry truman to the exceptionally well qualified and ultimately reviled james buchanan from andrew johnson who set civil
rights back by a century to theodore roosevelt who evaded party opposition to transform american society picking presidents lays out a
clear framework that anyone can use to judge a candidate and answer the all important question are they up to the job
Smart Cities for Technological and Social Innovation 2020-09-21 smart cities for technological and social innovation establishes a key
theoretical framework to understand the implementation and development of smart cities as innovation drivers in terms of lasting impacts on
productivity livability and sustainability of specific initiatives this framework is based on empirical analysis of 12 case studies including
pioneer projects from europe asia the middle east and more it explores how successful smart cities initiatives nurture both technological and
social innovation using a combination of regulatory governance and private agency typologies of smart city making approaches are
explored in depth integrative analysis identifies key success factors in establishing innovation relating to the effectiveness of social systems
institutional thickness governance the role of human capital and streamlining funding of urban development projects cases from a range of
geographies scales social and economic contexts explores how smart cities can promote technological and social innovation in terms of
direct impacts on livability productivity and sustainability establishes an integrative framework based on empirical evidence to develop more
innovative smart city initiatives investigates the role of governments in coordinating fostering and guiding innovations resulting from smart
city developments interrogates the policies and governance structures which have been effective in supporting the development and
deployment of smart cities
The Presidents and the Constitution, Volume Two 2022-09-27 a revealing look at the constitutional issues that confronted and shaped
each presidency from woodrow wilson through donald j trump drawing from the monumental publication the presidents and the constitution
a living history in 2016 the nation s foremost experts in the american presidency and the us constitution tell the intertwined stories of how
the last eighteen american presidents have interfaced with the constitution and thus defined the most powerful office in human history this
volume leads off with woodrow wilson the president who led the nation through world war i and ends with donald j trump who ushered the
us into uncharted political and legal territory in between the country was confronted with international wars the civil rights movement 9
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11 and the advent of the internet all of which presented unique and pressing constitutional issues the last one hundred years reveals the
awesome powers of the american presidency in domestic and foreign affairs illustrating how they have stood up to modern and novel legal
challenges the presidents and the constitution is for anyone interested in a captivating and illuminating account of one of the most
compelling subjects in our american democracy
American Presidents - A Curious Look at a Unique Cohort 2019-09-05 believe it or not an american president was arrested for running over
a woman with his horse he was not the only one to be arrested two more were george washington preferred fox hunting with his dogs than
going to church young abraham lincoln fell into a deep ditch and was saved by his dog and after he was assassinated his dog fido also was
assassinated who was the president who worked as a bartender and the one who once officially served as an executioner the president of the
united states is considered one of the world s most powerful people leading the world s only current superpower his role includes being the
commander in chief of the world s most expensive military with the largest nuclear arsenal with the nuclear button on his desk this book is
the result of over a decade of research and writing it is a comprehensive compendium a single volume book about the 44 men the entire world
looked upon as the most powerful men in the world 44 men who formed the 45 presidencies of the united states of america through 58
quadrennial presidential elections in the 230 years from 1789 this book covers the presidency of the successful liquor distributor and
owner of a distillery george washington to the presidency of donald trump the oldest wealthiest man without any prior military or
government service experience to ever assume the presidency
Presidents by Fate 2019-08-07 throughout the history of the united states only nine men were elevated to the white house by the death or
failure of a sitting president and their legacies are as mixed as their circumstances this book evaluates the similarities and distinct differences
of these men their varying degrees of ambition and readiness and how each handled their suddenly enormous duties some became presidential
legends while others are counted among the worst their shared stories shed light on america s political development during the last two
centuries
Basher History: US Presidents 2016-11-08 basher history us presidents oval office all stars created and illustrated by simon basher
written by dan green basher s us presidents shows you the nation s leaders as you ve never seen them before every president from george
washington to the winner of the 2012 election has his own entry and speaks directly to the reader in basher s humorous fashion these lively
and enlightening articles bring history to life meet james monroe known as the last cocked hat because he pranced around in an outdated wig
hat and breeches learn more about uncle jumbo better known as grover cleveland the only president to serve two non consecutive terms find
out how ronald reagan helped end the cold war quirky facts add interest did you know that john quincy adams had a pet alligator that
teddy roosevelt and his whole family could walk on stilts or that lyndon b johnson had worked as an elevator operator reading this book
will put you on first name terms with every single one of america s head honchoes
Donald J. Trump - A Political Review of the 45th President of the United States of America 2022-03-13 the presidency of donald j trump
should go down in history for several reasons rarely before has a president been as polarising as the former real estate entrepreneur and tv
star donald trump went his very own way as the 45th president of the united states as surprising as his election to the white house was as
unconventional were the steps of his political ways trump always put the american people and the american economy first in terms of foreign
policy the president pursued a completely new style in which the usa would no longer act as the protective power of the entire world
The Black President 2021-10-12 with lively prose and sensitivity to context this book offers a sweeping authoritative history of the
obama presidency focusing particularly on its impact and meaning vis �a vis african americans this interpretative account captures the
america that made obama s white house years possible while at the same time rendering the america that resolutely resisted the idea of a
black chief executive thus making conceivable the ascent of his most unlikely of successors
We the People and the President 2021-12-07 perfect for reluctant readers and anyone interested in american history we the people and the
president offers a glimpse into the intricacy of the american presidency for a foundation of knowledge for the youngest of readers ever
wonder who the presidents really were ever wonder if our electoral system will evolve or remain the same who s your favorite president
this accessible uniquely formatted picture book from pj and jamie creek covers it all find out everything you want to know about the united
states presidency who the presidents were how we vote whose votes count the most in this book completely comprised of infographics
Presidents of India & America with Britain’s Kings & Queens 2018-07-02 presidents of india america with britain s kings queens
Pearson Edexcel A-level Politics Student Guide 2: Government and Politics of the USA and Comparative Politics Second Edition
2022-02-25 this student guide will help you to identify key content for the exams with our concise coverage of topics avoid common
pitfalls with clear definitions and exam tips throughout reinforce your learning with bullet list summaries at the end of each section make
links between topics with synoptic links highlighted throughout test your knowledge with rapid fire knowledge check questions and answers
find out what examiners are looking for with our questions answers section
���������������������������� 2016-06-30 ����������� �45�������������������� ���������� �������� �����
����� ��50�������������� 2003� nbc��� ������� ����� ������������������������������������ �������� ����
���������� ����� ����������� how to get rich �� �������� ��� ��������������������������������� ����������
��� ������������ �������� 1�3������ ��� ������ ����������� �� ����������������������� �� ������������ �
��� ���������� ������������������� ��� ��� ��������������� ���������� ������������������� �����������
The Role of President 2018-07-15 the president of the united states job is complex and has evolved throughout history this informative
text provides a clear understanding of how a person becomes president and their many responsibilities after their inauguration readers learn
about how the president gets elected their various roles the power they have and how that is balanced with other branches of government
and controversies and hardships a president may face during their time in office full color photographs fact filled sidebars and informational
graphic organizers enhance knowledge of this social studies curriculum topic and challenge readers to think critically about this important
political position
President Obama 2018-07-12 on the campaign trail barack obama spoke often about his constitutional principles in particular he objected
to george w bush s claim to certain inherent presidential powers that could not be checked by congress or the judiciary after his
inauguration how did president obama s constitutional principles fare that is the question louis fisher explores in this book a disturbing and
timely study of the tension between constitutional aspirations and executive actions in the american presidency a constitutional scholar
fisher views obama s two terms within the context of other presidencies and in light of the principles set forth by the framers his work
reveals how the basic system of checks and balances has been substantially altered by supreme court decisions military initiatives and
scholarship promoting the power of the president and by presidents progressively more inclined to wield that power in this analysis we see the
steps by which obama himself an expert on the constitution came to press his agenda more and more aggressively through executive actions
on climate change renewable energy the auto industry bail out education initiatives and financial reform rather than focus on policy fisher
examines the politics and practical concerns that drive executive overreach as well as the impact of such expanded powers on bipartisan
support public understanding and finally the functioning of government a fair but critical assessment of obama s executive performance and
legacy this sobering book documents the erosion of constitutional principles that prepared the way for the presidency of donald trump
Foreign Policy of Iran under President Hassan Rouhani's First Term (2013–2017) 2020-06-22 the book deals with president hassan rouhani
s conceptual approach to foreign policy it discusses the main pillars of thinking underpinning rouhani s administration and the school of
thought associated with it with a focus on issues pertaining to development as well as international relations the signature of the joint
comprehensive plan of action in 2015 showed the iranian commitment towards the international requests on guarantees and transparency on
its nuclear enrichment program the book analyses the actual impact of the nuclear deal on the gulf regional politics with especial emphasis
on the iran saudi arabia balance of power and the internal implications at political and economic level it will assess the success or failure
of the nuclear deal jcpoa as a foreign policy tool and it impact for iran and the region the book also analyses iran s relations with other
gulf arab states latin america africa and its war on terror along with its allies syria and iraq
African Americans and the Presidents 2019-04-18 the president is arguably the most recognized and powerful individual in the united states
this reference work explores the american presidency in relation to issues of race concerning the african american community this work
provides a contemporary and refreshing examination of the american presidency through the prism of race and race relations in america
revealing a long and complicated relationship between the u s presidency and the african american community the book evaluates each of the
forty five american presidents policies cabinet appointments and handling of race matters in the united states following an extensive timeline
chronological chapters take an incisive look at each american president s life and career as well as the policies enacted during his presidency
that affected the african american community the presidents personal writings memoirs autobiographies and biographies frame their views on
the issue of race and how they dealt with it before during and after their presidency
Insight Turkey Say�:01/2020 – The Ordeal of The Century 2020-04-01 the israeli palestinian question has been at the heart of middle
eastern politics for the last 80 years although the palestinian s land has been one of the main subjects of international politics since the
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beginning of the 20th century it was the unusual creation of the israeli state in 1948 that led to many regional crises since then the israeli
state has been the instigator of many regional wars continuous expansionism discrimination and violation of international law and basic
human rights millions of palestinians were forced to leave their country and those who preferred to stay were deprived of their rights a
special type of apartheid has been implemented by the israeli state all regional states and most global powers have been involved with this
problem which is not only between the aggressive israeli nationalism and the defensive palestinian nationalism but also a conflict between the
israeli state and the arab countries a civilizational dispute between a pro israeli coalition and muslim countries and a war that symbolizes
the struggle between the oppressor and the oppressed a number of international organizations have passed different resolutions offering
solutions to the problem among them is the islamic cooperation organization which was established following the many attacks against
sacred places notably the city of al quds and al aqsa mosque in palestine the international community represented by the united nations un
has been calling on the israeli state for decades to withdraw from the occupied palestinian territories and to abide by the international
rules and principles as the un resolutions international law and international public opinion expect and palestinians also aspire for israel
must withdraw from the occupied territories namely east jerusalem the west bank and the gaza strip and recognize an independent palestinian
state as part of a two state solution however global powers especially the united states have not allowed the un to force the israeli
state to move out from the occupied territories and to restore peace in the region in other words the palestinian people and muslim nations
have long witnessed the continuous israeli fait accompli the never ending palestinian suffering the weakness of the muslim middle eastern
countries and the indifference of the global powers israel continues to violate not only the rights of self determination but also basic
human rights for palestinians as one of the indications of this inhumane policy the gaza strip has been under continuous israeli blockade and
attacks since 2006 israel has been attacking the gaza strip and the west bank intermittently to expand its territories in order to establish
new illegal jewish settlements and squash any hope for palestinian statehood israel s large scale attacks against the gaza strip in 2008
2012 2014 2018 and 2019 have made conditions in palestine unlivable the latest attack in 2019 stopped with yet another cease fire
however the fate of the most recent cease fire is not different from the previous ones israel has never fulfilled its promises and cynically
considers the cease fire as a temporary process allowing time to prepare for a new wave of violence at a time when there is no will or
strength in the arab world to resist against any anti palestinian and anti arab development the current israeli and u s government is trying
to legalize the years of israeli atrocities crimes against humanity and violations of human rights most steps taken by these two
governments contradict with and violate international norms and rules first the israeli parliament adopted a law that is known as the
basic law or the nation state act in 2018 according to this law the right to exercise national self determination in the state of israel is
unique to the jewish people and thereby it denies palestinian people any national rights or existence second u s president donald trump s
unilateral recognition of the united jerusalem as the capital of israel and the transfer of the u s embassy from tel aviv to jerusalem is a
pivotal point in the history of the middle east for both regional and global actors this decision with significant implications for the middle
eastern politics is not only about the transfer of the israeli capital from tel aviv to jerusalem but also about the halt of the middle
eastern peace process furthermore it implicitly means that the u s supports the expulsion of palestinians from their homeland and the
prevention of the establishment of a palestinian state in other words the u s has contradicted its traditional policy and has abandoned the
long time advocated two state solution third contrary to basic rules of international law and a number of un resolutions the u s
government announced that they do not consider the illegal israeli settlements in the occupied territories as inconsistent with international
law the u s also stopped funding the united nations palestinian refugee agency unrwa and closed down the washington d c office of the
palestinian liberation organization plo a body internationally recognized as the representative of the palestinian people with all these steps
the u s government demonstrated that it fully and unconditionally supports the israeli state fourth trump has declared a so called middle
east peace plan in january 28 2020 after meeting with israeli prime minister benjamin netanyahu and opposition leader benny gantz in
washington d c the u s government has ignored and violated all decisions made and resolutions passed by the un regarding the issue according
to which the israeli state is an occupier of the palestinian land and violator of international rules and norms bearing in mind all these
illegal steps it can be said that the u s shares the responsibility with israel for the violation of palestinian rights achieving peace between
the israeli state and the palestinian people appears to be unachievable because the israeli side does not take any palestinian demands into
consideration all steps taken so far have been unilateral and against the interests of the palestinians the deal of the century is no exception
it is also a unilateral intervention to the question effectively it is a dictation to the palestinian israeli problem which ignores the realities
on the ground the timing of the deal of the century has to do with the current situation in the arab world as a matter of fact today there
is no political arab world since almost all heavyweight nationalist arab states are in chaos politically unstable or vulnerable the united
arab emirates and saudi arabia who claim the leadership of the arab world are closely associated with the trump administration and the
israeli state these two arab states and the current egyptian government support israel rather than the palestinians and blame palestinian
political groups instead of the israeli state for the ongoing situation these states condemn the retaliatory actions conducted by the
palestinians and remain silent about the inhumane treatment they suffer at the hands of the israeli war machine consequently there is no
strong arab state to defend the rights of palestinians for decades arab regimes have exploited the issue for domestic political legitimacy
arab regimes who were afraid of their peoples tried to satisfy their demands by exaggerating the israeli threat nowadays it appears that
their fear of external powers is greater which is why they capitulate to the demands of countries such as israel and the u s and accordingly
use the palestinian issue in negotiations to their own benefit however trump s proclamation of the deal of the century caused fierce reaction
from public opinion worldwide especially from the arab streets and muslim communities the trump administration miscalculated the civilian
reaction this time it will be difficult to convince the arab public since it is much more aware than before about their regimes foreign policy
behavior trump s declaration which contributed to the reunification of the arab and muslim peoples satisfies only radical christians and
zionist jews as long as the blockade on the palestinian lands continues the region will be subject to new waves of violence considering the
unstable international system ultra nationalist and xenophobic western politics chaotic regional atmosphere and israeli domestic politics
it is not expected that the israeli government will ease the blockade and give some rights to the palestinians global powers such as the u s
and the european union not only close their eyes to the israeli atrocities but also support its unequal and limitless violence even the un has
begun to warn the two sides about the escalation of violence thus undervaluing the israeli brutality by equating it with the small
retaliatory actions of the palestinains therefore it can be said that there is currently no deterrent power in the world that is preventing
israeli aggression only a significant change in the regional and global balance of power will bring considerable changes in israeli policies
towards the region this new issue of insight turkey highlights different subjects regarding the israeli palestinian issue some of the leading and
well known intellectuals and academicians from palestine israel turkey europe and the united states contributed to this issue focusing of
different dimensions of the problem from a religious perspective more particularly in islam the status and significance of bayt al maqdis the
city of al quds which is one of the main themes of the problem must be acknowledged ikrime sa eed sabri s commentary explains the significance
of bayt al maqdis by addressing the close bonds namely the bonds of creed worship civilization and culture and history which are firm ties
that link muslims to bayt al maqdis and the land of palestine the resolution of the israeli palestinian conflict has faced many different
obstacles since the united nations resolved to partition palestine into two separate states jewish and arab galia golan addresses these
obstacles between israel and palestine as well as possibilities for peace primarily the pragmatic 1988 plo decision to create a new state
next to the state of israel in the west bank and gaza with a capital in east jerusalem she discusses the possibilities of achieving a political
peaceful co existence in palestine and finds it quite challenging the commentary written by victor kattan examines the legality of the israeli
settlements and occupations in the west bank based on the perspective of international law and u s foreign policy he analyzes the motives of
the international criminal court icc decision to initiate an investigation into the alleged war crimes committed in palestine by the israeli
state which include israel s settlement activities in the west bank and east jerusalem is the two state solution to the israeli palestinian
conflict achievable is the question that ian lustic seeks to answer in his opinion this solution is a pretty picture of the future that only
good people can imagine meanwhile it remains just that a picture because there is a lack of effort to conduct negotiations between the israeli
state and the palestinian people this lack of effort is mainly related to the nature of negotiations which have become highly provocative in
recent years the influx of immigrant jewish communities from different countries to israel has disenfranchised the palestinians from their land
although israel claims that it offers democratic rights for all its citizens in reality palestinians have nothing ran greenstein conceptualizes
this situation by comparing the israeli policies with the practice of apartheid in south africa he identifies the policies practiced by israel as
apartheid of a special type and a crime against humanity to reveal how the status of the original palestinian population has been ignored
elia zureik highlights the israeli practices of governance in palestine and how the zionist movement and later the israeli state have worked to
kill the dream of the palestinian people for their own state this has been achieved through passing racially biased laws that discriminate
against the native population and using violence when enforcing those laws especially after the israeli state codified its new citizenship law
that defines israel as the state of the jewish people ayfer erdo�an and lourdes habash question the continuity of the u s policy making
towards the israeli palestinian conflict especially under the trump administration the results show that there hasn t been a radical change
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throughout the administrations however the u s position in the conflict has become more transparent with a sharper pro israel tilt during
the trump administration hamas has a dual role in the political and military struggle against the israeli state on one hand and fatah in
palestinian politics on the other although hamas has had many achievements since its establishment in the late 1980s it has also failed in
many aspects to understand why nasuh uslu and �brahim karata� evaluate this dualist struggle of hamas in palestine the authors
conclude that since hamas has been otherized by many international actors the palestinian authority pa and some international actors
contributed more to this struggle however hamas is still expected to fulfill the needs of palestinians in addition to these eight articles
focusing on the israeli palestinian issue there are some insightful pieces on a range of topics regarding turkey and international politics the
transformation of international education with a turkey centric perspective strengthens turkey s cultural diplomacy and soft power this
transformation is led by different sub governmental and non governmental organizations one of the leading actors is the turkish maarif
foundation in their commentary birol akg�n and mehmet �zkan contextualize the foundation s foreign and domestic policy and outline a vision
through evaluating activities over the past three years the principle of the more corrupt the country the less democratic it is likely to be
can be measured in the balkan countries sabrina p ramet in her article addresses problems that the balkan countries are facing such as
corruption unemployment and poverty with regard to the events of the gulf crisis farhan mujahid chak deconstructs the reasons and motives
behind the quartet s blockade on qatar to do so he employs post colonialism variables assuming that the preponderance of the u s military
power in the gulf cooperation council produces competing projects in the middle east he underlines three conflicting ideal types subservient
resisting increasing and pivoting from engagement to resisting the american hegemony the article written by nur k�pr�l� takes us back to the
events of when the public protests engulfed most arab regimes in 2011 however she focuses on how the democratization processes in the mena
region led to the empowerment of the islamist actors after decades of political exclusion hence within a domestic and regional context
shaping the politics of islamist parties k�pr�l� explores different trajectories of two countries in the region the inclusion of islamists in the
case of tunisia and their exclusion in the case of jordan in the last piece of this issue krizza janica mahinay analyzes the shift of the moro
national liberation movement mnlf in the discourse on malaysia and the ramifications of this new discourse within the philippine state she
elaborates this shift through the lens of power relations and foreign policy taking into account the struggle for legitimacy within the
philippines through a wide range of commentaries and articles this issue of insight turkey aims to bring to its readers a comprehensive
framework on the current situation of the israeli palestinian question whether there will be a deal to this problem remains a difficult
question to be answered currently one thing is clear that the plan declared by the trump administration which was welcomed by israel and
some of its arab allies such as the united arab emirates and saudi arabia assures the palestinian people the continuation of their century
long ordeal
American Presidents and the United Nations 2021-07-29 american presidents and the united nations internationalism in the balance offers a
fresh look at the u s un relationship the current discourse regarding america s linkage with the un and particularly about the president s
influence on the world body has metamorphosed well beyond the conventional conversation of the post world war ii generation this book
places the un u s relationship within the evolving fabric of international affairs and american political developments through the 2020
presidential election into the early biden administration the text integrates analyses of individual presidential politics and presidential
foreign policy preferences from franklin roosevelt through donald trump with congressional responses and seemingly ever accelerating
troublesome and often unanticipated international crises readers will find the latest scholarship primary sourcing as well as synthesis and
a fresh analysis of the ongoing and increasingly multifaceted political and intellectual debate about america s role in the world the book
spotlights one of the most creative complex and inspirited global institutions ever devised by human beings the united nations and puts it in
context with the powerful role of the american presidency essential for students scholars and general readers alike
We Support President Trump; Why All Americans Should Too! 2020-07-29 have you wondered why over sixty million americans voted for
president trump you ve heard from the politicians and media take a journey with a trump supporter phillip wells is not a politician but he is
astute in simplifying issues his honest and unique insight on issues facing our country makes him the perfect voice for these proud americans
whether you re a trump supporter or not this thought provoking book will inform empower and entertain phillip connects the dots on issues
like socialism immigration health care guns climate change and taxes and has a fascinating take on president trump s personality phillip wells
from working at a gas station to pay his way through college in rural arkansas to a walmart assistant manager to a business owner and
millionaire phillip is living his american dream
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States 1982 the author is a licensed professional engineer who has taken an interest in the
united states presidents and presidential parties since he is not a political historian this book can be thought of as an alternative point of
view toward american politics in this book a number of united states presidents are classified as being great and a group of others honorable
mention all are selected on the basis of the nature and magnitude of their achievements this book contains a plethora of information on all
the united states presidents and political parties it begins with an all inclusive chart displaying the winner loser political party and year
for each of the 57 elections held in the united states there are also short factual summaries of all 44 presidents and political parties for
ease of reading comprehension there are more pages of graphics then there are pages of text for instance for each of the 44 presidents there is
a state map locating the city in which he was born also for each president there is a u s map displaying the name and number of states
comprising the country at the time of his term in office all told this book contains 224 years of united states political history wrapped up
into one all inclusive compact literary package
The Greatest American Presidents 2013-03-29 electing madam vice president presents the presidential bids of the six women who ran for the
democratic nomination for president of the united states in 2020 and the historic groundbreaking vice presidential candidacy of kamala harris
when vice president kamala harris and her family moved into number one observatory circle the official vice presidential residence of the united
states she claimed a title no other women in the united states ever had vice president she is closer to the united states presidency than any
woman in history yet she has repeated often that she is standing on the shoulders of women who have come before her to try to break down
barriers including the united states presidency often left off the history pages and out of many americans minds are the bids of women who run
for president the 2020 democratic primary included the most women ever to run in one election this book demonstrates the progress women
candidates have made as they have moved from symbolic to viable candidates and shines a light on the diminishing obstacles that face women
candidates while taking readers on a journey through the victorious progress of a woman united states vice president
Electing Madam Vice President 2021-04-19 mad about trump a brilliant look at our brainless president is an all out comedy assault on the
most idiotic idiot to ever reach the white house george w bush and visitors included in these 128 pages president trump is mercilessly mocked
relentlessly ridiculed and savagely satirized the book features mad s best reprinted material with the sharpest satiric shots at the donald
comically chronicling his rise from obnoxious businessman to really obnoxious reality show host to �ber obnoxious commander in tweet
please note mad will not offer refunds on this book when trump is impeached this title also includes a new introduction by cnn s jake tapper
MAD About Trump: A Brilliant Look at Our Brainless President 2017-09-05
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